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IS IT TIME TO BUY?

The case for and against.
Property prices in the Inner
West have stopped rising to the
relief of many a property buyer.
Given interest rates are low and
employment is high, buyers are now
facing far better buying conditions
now than at the height of the boom.
In the stock market - when prices
recede and the case for buying
improves, buyers rush in. Not so
with property though. Generally
speaking, buyers seem to feel more
confident about buying when prices
are rising – even in an obviously
overheated market. However, they
tend to back off at the first sign or
suggestion the market may have
turned.
The difference between buyer
behaviour in the stock market and
property market begs a profound
question about the current property
market – is it time to buy?
The case for buying now
Property is a long-term asset.
Timing the top of the market to
sell or the bottom to buy is good in
theory – tough in reality. If you need
a home to live in, over the course
of owning it, expect to experience
periods of price growth and market
corrections. Property is meant to be
a ‘boring asset’ with consistent yet
moderate growth. In recent years,
it’s been an ‘exciting asset’ as prices

61/75a Ross Street, Glebe sold after only 8 days on the market - good
properties in good locations are still performing strongly.

jumped 10 to 20% per annum.
The last few years have offered
a distorted view of what property
ownership is about.
The fundamentals are still strong
– population growth in Sydney is
strong which will help absorb the
apartments being built around the
city. Employment is strong and
interest rates look set to remain
unchanged.
The recent correction in property
prices was healthy and only makes
the market more sustainable. A

modest correction is preferable to
an outright crash. The Government’s
intervention in the market via tougher
lending standards by the retail banks
avoids the path to a debt-fuelled
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THE COST OF INTERNET ADS

ask yourself and the agent, what
justifiable commercial benefit do
expensive web ads bring to your
campaign?

Over the past decade, real estate
agents have replaced expensive
newspaper ads with expensive
Internet ads.

If the agent can answer this
question to your satisfaction – then
at least you know the upside and
the risks of the campaign before
signing and committing financially.

SKYROCKET
Real estate agents love a motivated
vendor. One of the easiest ways to
get the home sellers motivated is
to have them invest in a multitude
of products before the campaign
begins.
However, any marketing expense
during your sales campaign must be
ultimately linked to a higher price.
Heads we win, tails you lose.
Agents now strongly recommend
expensive Internet ads to vendors,
but vendors are asked to foot the
bill. For agents, it is easy to be
passionate about an expensive
product that they are not paying
for. Spending thousands of
dollars on advertising and add-on
products such as hired furniture can
inadvertently increase the vendor’s
motivation to sell. In a buoyant
market, there is very little chance

of a sales campaign failing. Now as
the market moves from boom mode
to a normalisation phase, clearance
rates are dropping from the boom
time highs.
A lot of vendors have suddenly found
their credit card is down $10,000 or
$15,000 in advertising and furniture
hire costs – without having sold their
property. Some landlords who were
advised to ‘move the tenant out’ for
the campaign have also forfeited
several thousand in rental income.
Agents are acutely aware that the
vendor is more likely to ‘meet the
market’ if they can convince them to
spend thousands of dollars upfront
on expensive web ads. The clue to
the sales strategy is the fact agents
want the money paid upfront. They
are acutely aware an unsold seller
is going to question the merits of
paying $10,000 in advertising for a
failed campaign.
Before committing to expensive
Internet ads that simply increases
the agent’s corporate profile,

Before committing to expensive Internet ads, ask yourself, and the agent, what
justifiable benefit will they bring to the campaign?

As a home seller, you are likely to
be or have been a home buyer at
some stage. Ask yourself, did the
size of the advertisement impact
on your decision to purchase or not
purchase the property?
Home buyers are attracted to nice
homes that meet their needs, not
expensive ads.
Expensive advertising campaigns
are designed to make sellers more
motivated to sell than buyers to buy.
As clearance rates drop, it is worth
asking – what happens if we are
unhappy with the best price in the
current market at the end of the
campaign? Deciding to either sell
for less than you were expecting
or face having to pay a $10,000
advertising bill for no sale is a
harrowing decision.
The share price of realestate.
com.au’s parent company REA
has shot up from $5.30 to $73.27
in the past decade (January 2007
and November 2017, respectively).
Even still, many stock brokers have
it rated as a ‘buy’. Maybe that’s
where you can invest the $10,000
you have saved by reading this
article. Fairfax is about to spin
Domain off as a separate entity to
realise full value for the asset. So
you have options.
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property crash that many other
countries have experienced in the
past.
First home buyers and investors
will support the market if it drops
dramatically. There is a generation
of first home buyers priced out of
(or unwilling to enter) the current
market. If prices dropped too far,
suddenly rents and mortgage
repayments would align creating
the perfect scenario for first home
buyers to enter the market. This is
what happened in 2008 when first
home buyers rescued the market
from free fall. Admittedly they were
also offered generous incentives
by the Federal Government to buy
property. Similarly, speculators buy
into booming markets and savvy
investors buy after price corrections.
Investors will come into the market
if prices continue to fall creating
a healthier return on investment
(yield).

The case for not buying now
Rising interest rates pose a medium
to long-term risk. Given the amount
of debt in the market, if rates
were to rise, even modestly, the
ramifications for the market would
be harsh. Rates are as much about
global forces as they are about the
domestic economy. When it comes
to interest rates, what goes down
can go up. Given the deflationary
signs in the economy, short-term
interest rates look set to remain
unchanged.
Foreign buyers have essentially
vanished from the market. Along
with cheap and readily available
credit, foreign buyers helped spur
property prices. Their absence from
the market will be significant and
may contribute to the downward
pressure on prices. Foreign
investors are entitled to collectively
purchase up to 50% of any new
development. If the Australian
Dollar falls further towards $0.70,
Australian housing gets cheaper
for foreign investors, creating a new
wave of demand.

Thousands of ‘Off the Plan’
apartments are due to settle in the
next few years. The expansion of
the available dwellings for lease and
resale will put downward pressure
on rental returns and sale prices in
the apartment market. If population
growth remains on the current
trajectory, the risk of apartment
oversupply will begin to diminish.
The above points are not the
only factors to consider in the
current market. They are worthy
of consideration though. Louis
Christopher and his team at SQM
Research have just released their
‘Boom Bust Report’* for 2018. It
costs $69 and is terrific reading for
anyone looking to buy or sell real
estate. The SQM Research forecast
for Sydney in 2018 is 4 to 8% growth
if interest rates remain unchanged.
*www.sqmresearch.com.au/
boombustreport.php

Featured Property: 21 Perrett Street, Rozelle

Would you like to know the current value of
your property?
If so, our team would be happy to discuss how you
can ensure you achieve the maximum sale price for
your property in this market.

Request a
Market Appraisal
or visit
harrispartners.com.au/sell
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Why failing to sell at auction is bad for your wealth.
As a property seller, it is extremely
disappointing when the price
interest in your home falls short
of your expectations. Failing to
achieve your price target will
happen in one of two ways –
private failure or public failure.
Failing privately means the agent
submits the current buyer’s price
interest/offers on your property to
you and you decline the offers. You
then decide to continue looking
for another buyer or you withdraw
from the market. Either way, your
business remains your business.
When this happens at a public
auction, whilst you may be
disappointed, the failed campaign
has more than likely damaged
the value of your property and
your business is now everyone’s
business. It becomes common
knowledge that you tried to sell at
auction and failed - and the price
that you declined is now published
in a multitude of media outlets.
When faced with this logic, most
agree that failing to sell at auction
is not a good look for the seller,
however, what is often overlooked
is that no one has ever paid
upfront advertised fees, booked
an auctioneer and expected the
auction to fail. In fact, everyone who
has ever embarked on an auction
campaign has done so because
they expected their property to sell.
Where does the auction stop?
A wonderful question to ask yourself
in a cooling market is – how do you
have an auction with 1 buyer? The
answer is you can’t. The second
question that many people don’t
ask is what happens if a cashedup emotional buyer and a bargain
hunter are the two bidders for your
home? The answer is the emotional

buyer will stop one bid above the
bargain hunters last bid. Due to the
fact the bargain hunters last bid is
likely to be well below the seller’s
reserve price, the property will then
be passed in and the auction has
stopped.
The emotional buyers have just
been alerted to the fact that they
were about to pay more for the
property than anyone else in the
open market is prepared to pay. In
this situation, if the emotional buyer
was prepared to pay $50,000 more
than the bargain hunter, the seller
stands to unwittingly lose up to
$49,000, as a lack of competition
stalls the auction. This is the
practical reality of public auctions
– they require multiple bidders all
prepared to pay above the seller’s
reserve price to work. The notion
that 10 bidders will turn up to bid
at every auction is more fiction than
fact.

multiple emotional buyers are
turning up to outbid each other at
auction, the risk of public failure
does not loom as large. The
question of whether you sell for the
highest price or a high price then
comes into play.
It can be an achievement finding
one good buyer for your property at
present, so why choose a strategy
that requires at least 2 good
buyers?
If public auctions continue to
flounder, sellers are putting the
sale of major assets through the
riskiest sale process available.
The advertising money is at risk,
the highest bidder’s confidence in
the property is at risk, achieving
the best price is at risk and the
public deadline (that was meant to
pressure the dozens of buyers) now
hangs over the sellers, pressuring
the one party it wasn’t meant too.*
* Article extracted from Real Estate
Uncovered by Peter O’Malley.

Let’s say the seller hangs tough
though. The auctioneer will
sometimes disclose the seller’s
reserve to the market/crowd, usually
in the form of a vendor bid.
The emotional buyer cannot believe
their luck - the reserve price is lower
than they were originally going
to pay for the home, its sold! The
sellers are then told by their agent
of the great result and how lucky
they were to sell on the day in “this
climate”.
Only the emotional buyer knows
that the public failure of the auction
drove the final selling price down.
The seller will never know and the
agent does not want to know.
Market Conditions

If you plan to auction your home;
you can claim a FREE copy of Real
Estate Uncovered by emailing
your full name, contact number and
postal address to:

In a buoyant environment where

info@harrispartners.com.au

